Supplementary Methods
If eigenvalue variation is zero, there is no change in network description between consecutive cutoff values, whereas higher values of eigenvalue variation implies in major shifts in network description.
For the spliceosome network there is a clear threshold at cutoff = 0.15 in which network description changes abruptly ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ). After this cutoff, increasingly higher cutoff values for minimal interaction reliability do not markedly affect network description. Thus, after removing interactions with very weak support (cutoff value < 0.15), the network description is robust and we used cutoff value = 0.15 to describe the spliceosome network. We also analyzed the network using the cutoff value = 0.5 representing another robust configuration after a second, less abrupt, threshold around cutoff value = 0.4 ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ). The 0.5 cutoff value also represents a more conservative way of building the network, where only interactions with high reliability are considered. 
